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ABSTRACT
Aims: The objective of the study is to study the transport and distribution of Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) within patient-speciﬁc
multi-layer arterial wall model under unsteady ﬂow using computational ﬂuid dynamic analysis.
Methods: A Left Coronary Artery (LCA) patient-speciﬁc model was incorporated. Both ﬂow-mass transport equations in lumen as well
as ﬂow-mass transport equations within the patient-speciﬁc multi-layer arterial wall are numerically analyzed.
Results: The lumen-side LDL concentration preferably occurs at the concave geometry parts denoting concentration polarization.
The Average Wall Shear Stress (AWSS) is not the only factor that can determine the lumen-side concentration of LDL. Increased timeaveraged luminal concentration develops mainly in the proximal rather than to distal segment ﬂow parts. The LDL concentration at the
endothelium/intima interface is substantially lower, almost 90 times, than its value at lumen/endothelium interface. The concentration
drop across the intima layer is negligible, whereas the concentration reduction across the Internal Elastic Layer (IEL) is remarkable. LDL
concentration values at the IEL/media interface are one order of magnitude smaller to ones occurring at the intima layer.
Conclusions: The transportation of LDL through the multi-layer arterial wall is affected by the ﬂow pattern itself, the arterial wall
thickness and the physical values of the layers.
Keywords: Patient-speciﬁc; Left coronary artery; Multi-layer arterial wall; Low density lipoprotein transport; Atherosclerosis

NOMENCLATURE

wall from layer to layer [7].

C: concentration (gr/l); C : average concentration gr/l; D:
diffusivity (m2/s); D’ : diffusivity per unit length (m/s); Δp: pressure
drop (N/m2); J: flux (m/s); K: permeability (m2); K’: solute lag; L:
hydraulic conductivity (m2 s/gr); L”: thickness (m); R: radial location
from the centerline (m); p: pressure (N/m2); r: constant consumption
rate; u: velocity (m/s)

Numerous computational models have been applied for idealized
arteries [8-18]. In spite of the great technological advances in recent
years, particularly in cardiovascular imaging and computational
analysis, scientists have been empowered to numerically simulate
realistic arteries [7,19-21]. LDL transport through the artery wall
based on idealized geometries implies that the influence of the
geometry on the flow pattern is not taken into account. Henceforth,
regions of low WSS cannot be properly estimated, which in turn it
leads to unsatisfactory estimations of the LDL distribution at the
luminal side as well as inside to the arterial wall.

SUBSCRIPTS
l: lumen; lag: coefficient; o: inlet; p: plasma; s: solute; v: volume;
eff: effective property; w: wall; in: instantaneous

SUPERSCRIPTS
end: endothelium; in: intima; iel: internal elastic layer; m: media

GREEK SYMBOLS
μ: molecular viscosity (Ρa s); σd: osmotic reflection coefficient of
the endothelium; σf: solvent reflection coefficient; ρ: density (Kg/m3);
ε: porosit

INTRODUCTION
On the data basis taken from National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) 2009 to 2012, an estimated 15.5
million Americans over 20 years of age have coronary heart disease
[1]. It is widely accepted that the cardiovascular disease, in general, is
associated with atherosclerosis and the real causes of atherogenesis
have not yet fully been established. The main risk factor for this disease
is considered to be the transportation of Low Density Lipoprotein
(LDL) across the arterial wall. The mechanism through which the
mass is transported from lumen to the multi-layer wall needs to be
elucidated.
Several studies have proved that the flow in coronary arteries
is locally disturbed by the formation of complex secondary and
recirculation flows. In turn, these flows create regions of very low Wall
Shear Stress (WSS) [2] which are sceptical to atherosclerotic plaque
growth [3-5]. However, WSS is not the only factor that determines the
formation of plaque through luminal and arterial LDL accumulation
[6]. Other factors, that probably affect the concentration changes at
endothelium interface, are the particular flow pattern itself [6], the
mechanism through which the oxidized LDL species lead to foam
cell formation [7] and the different physical parameters of the arterial
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It is of significant importance to assess whether unsteady, in
comparison to steady flow, has an important impact on LDL transport
process from lumen to multi-layer wall. The long-term LDL transport
is a central processing unit time consuming process. This, in turn,
increases the computational demand. However, no matter how
difficult the task is, current work aims to quantify the oscillating LDL
concentration and its distribution within patient-specific multi-layer
arterial wall. Current flow-mass transport analysis refers to a 3D Left
Coronary Artery (LCA) patient-specific segment under oscillating
pulse wave form for resting flow condition. Both flow-mass transport
equations in lumen as well as flow-mass transport equations within
the patient-specific multi-layer arterial wall are numerically analysed.

METHODS
Acquisition of anatomy data
The LCA patient specific model was derived by the IVUS Angio
tool which has been previously validated [22]. The basis for generating
3D geometry is the creation of numerous closed 3D curves using
Rhinoceros 4.0 (Figure 1A & 1B). The distance between two successive
curves is 0.5 mm. The length of the acquired patient-specific segment
is 6.2 cm with lumen average diameter of 3.0 mm and average wall
thickness of 0.24 mm. The acquired surfaces: endothelium, Internal
Elastic Layer (IEL) and adventitia as well as the acquired layers:
lumen, intima and media were reconstructed using ANSYS Design
Modeler software.
Model construction
The reconstruction of each layer constitutes a difficult task.
The acquired LCA model has variable wall thickness. Specifically,
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the intima layer is comprised of constant wall thickness with 0.012
mm in order to avoid intimal hyperplasia while the media layer has
variable wall thickness. The endothelium and IEL were assumed to
be semi-permeable biological membranes due to the extremely low
wall thickness. The constructed model was imported into appropriate
software and the boundary zones were accordingly specified. A mesh
sensitive study was performed to solve the fundamental flow-mass
transport equations in the lumen. The mesh independence criterion
was mainly based in the WSS convergence criterion satisfaction
(Figure 2A & 2B). The final grid size was comprised of 586204 nodes,
491164 cells and 1567980 faces for lumen, 753732 nodes, 501984 cells
and 1757448 faces for intima layer and 237742 nodes, 1061714 cells
and 2245134 faces for media layer.

The applied numerical code solves the governing unsteady 3D
Navier-Stokes equations for lumen flow and the mass transport
equation. The LCA is treated as being of non-elastic, stationary
and rigid material. For calculation simplicity, an assumption has
been made about the transport properties of the endothelium. This
assumption states that solute endothelial permeability coefficient is
not shear flow dependent. The intima and the patient-specific media
layer are considered to be porous media.
Flow equations
Lumen flow: In their generality the mass flow equation for the
lumen is,



     ul   0
t

Flow and mass transport equations

(1)


ρ (kg/m3) is the blood density; t (s) the time and u1 (m/s) is the
lumen velocity vector. The conservation of momentum is,

 


  ul       ul ul   pl    (  )   g
t

(2)

pl (N/m2 or Pa) is the blood static pressure within lumen;  (N/

m ) the shear stress tensor and ρ g (N/m3) the gravitational body
force. The shear stress tensor  is,
2







2
3



  l ul  ulT   ul I
Figure 1: A. Numerous closed 3D curves are used for 3D LCA geometry
generation. B. The generated geometry of the LCA segment

(3)

μl (Pa s) is the blood molecular viscosity; I the unit tensor and the
second term in the right hand side is the effect of the volume dilation.
The blood was considered to be non-Newtonian fluid obeying to the
power law [23,24]. According to this law the molecular viscosity, now
denoted as l  S  ,
To

l  S   ke T S n 1

(4)

S (1/s) is the shear rate,

u j ,l
u
S  i ,l 
x j ,l xi ,l

(5)

The consistency index k is set 0.00622 kg sn-2/m; the power-law
index n is 0.7, T (K) and Το (K) are local and reference temperatures,
respectively. The actual shear stress (N/m2) is,

    S   S

(6)

Arterial wall flow: Intima: The transmural flow through the
intima layer is described by Darcy’s Law,

uw 

k inp

p

  pw 

uw  0

Figure 2: A. LDL concentration (gr/l) versus number of computational grid
nodes for two endothelium grid node points arbitrary chosen.
B. WSS (Pa) versus number of computational grid nodes for the same grid
node points.
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(7)

(8)

uw (m/s) is the velocity vector within the intima layer or else
the transmural velocity; k inp (m2) is the Darcy’s intima permeability
coefficient, μp (Pa s) the blood plasma molecular (dynamic) viscosity
having different viscosity than lumen blood and pw (N/m2) the
pressure within the intima layer.
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Media: The transmural flow through the media layer is described
by Darcy’s Law,

Lumen mass: The convection-diffusion equation for the lumen

and the end surface of media layer (adventitia), respectively. The
transmural pressure i.e. the pressure difference between lumen and
adventitia, is set at 70.0 mmHg. The intraluminal pressure is set at
87.5 mmHg with a media-adventitia constant pressure at 17.5 mmHg.
The interfacial coupling between lumen-intima (endothelium) and
intima-media (IEL) is achieved by the Kedem-Katchalsky Eqs. 18, 19
and Eqs. 24, 25 respectively. A Dirichlet boundary condition Cw/C0 =
0 is set at the media-adventitia interface assuming that the transport
of LDL from the adventitia to media and vice versa is zero [11]. It has
been demonstrated that the effect of several different types of mediaadventitia boundary conditions on the species distribution within the
intima, IEL and media layers is negligible [26].

 ul Cl   Dl  Cl

AWSS: The time-averaged Wall Shear Stress (AWSS) (N/m2)
magnitude is defined as,

uw 

k pm

p

  pw 

(9)

uw  0

(10)

k pm (m2) is the Darcy’s media permeability coefficient and p (N/
w
2

m ) the pressure within the media layer.
Mass transport equations
is,
2

(11)

ul (m/s) is the lumen velocity vector, Cl (gr/l) is the LDL
2

concentration and Dl (m /s) is the solute diffusion coefficient in the
lumen.
Arterial wall mass: The LDL concentration equation through the
multi-layer intima and media arterial wall is introduced,

 'lag uwcw  Deffin cw

(12)

 'lag uwcw  Deffm cw  rwcw

(13)

in
(m2/s)
cw (gr/l) is the solute concentration in the arterial wall; Deff
m
2
the effective diffusivity in the intima layer; Deff (m /s) the effective
diffusivity in the media layer; K’lag the solute lag coefficient and rw the
constant consumption rate.

T

AWSS 


1
WSS dt

T o



WSS (N/m2) is the instantaneous WSS magnitude; T (s) is the
pulse period.
Mass transport boundary conditions
Lumen mass boundary conditions: A uniform constant
concentration Co of LDL (=1.3 gr/l) is set at the lumen left coronary
orifice. At the segment outlet, the gradient of LDL concentration
along the vessel is set to zero i.e. Cl  0 . The applied endothelium
s
boundary condition is,

Flow boundary conditions

Cl end J vend  Dl

Lumen flow: A parabolic velocity inlet profile is applied,
  R 2 
u0  U in 1    
  Rl  



(14)

U in (m/s) is the instantaneous velocity applied into the lumen

entrance, R (m) is the radial location from the centerline and Rl (m)
the lumen radius. The corresponding pulse wave is shown in figure
3 [25].
Multi-layered arterial wall: Inlet and outlet boundary surfaces
for the intima analysis are considered to be the endothelium surface
and the IEL respectively, whereas inlet and outlet boundary surfaces
for the media layer analysis are considered to be the IEL surface

(15)

Cl end
 Cl end  D ',effend  J vend 1   end

f
n

(16)

J vend (m/s) is the volume flux across the endothelium; n is the
end

direction normal to endothelium (wall); Deff (=6.0×10-17 m2/s [8])
is the effective endothelial diffusivity, thus the endothelial diffusive
end
is 3.0×10-11 m/s per unit length and  end
is the
permeability D ',eff
f
endothelial reflection coefficient (=0.9890 [9]). The time-averaged
luminal surface concentration of LDL (gr/l) Cl

Cl

end

Clend
,in

end

is defined as,

T



1 end
Cl ,in dt
T o

(17)

(gr/l) is the instantaneous LDL at the lumen/endothelium

interface. The LDL concentration values are averaged over the entire
pulse period at each computational grid node of the endothelium.
Lumen-media (endothelium) coupling
The interfacial coupling (lumen-media) via the endothelium is
achieved by the Kedem-Katchalsky equation, [27-28],
end
J vend  Lend
  dend  end 
p  p

(18)

end
J send  D ',effend  C end   J vend 1   end
f  Cl

(19)

(m2s/Kg) is the endothelium hydraulic conductivity; Δpend
Lend
p
(N/m2) the pressure drop across the endothelium;  dend the osmotic
Figure 3: The pulse wave LCA segment form i.e. velocity (m/s) versus time
(ms), for resting ﬂow conditions is applied at lumen inlet.
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reflection coefficient of the endothelium; Δπend (N/m2) the osmotic
pressure difference across the endothelium; J send ( grl  ms ) the solute
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flux and C end (gr/l) the LDL concentration difference across the
endothelium

(Cl

end

 Cwend ) .

The osmotic pressure difference

Δπend is neglected to decouple the fluid dynamics from the solute
dynamics [21]. Therefore, assuming Δπend is zero, the Eq. 18 can be
written,
end
J vend  Lend
p p

(20)

In the present study, the parameters J vend and

pend

need to

end
be estimated. The procedure sets values to J v so that the value of
end
p
has to be close to that used by Mpairaktaris et al. [6] (=16.0
mmHg). The procedure starts with the principle that the arterial wall
is variable and the thickness ranges from 0.12 mm to 0.39 mm. This
end
implies that the J v value is in the range of 5.0×10-8-1.5×10-7 m/s,

which is clearly higher than the literature values, 1.5×10-8 -2.05×10-8
m/s [7]. This is justified as follows: pend , following the procedure
reported in Prosi et al. [18], is calculated, solving the following three
equations,

p ( end in iel  m )
Rtot 
J vend
Rtot  R end  R in  R iel  R m 

p

end

(21)

L”in (=0.012×10-3 m close to the value proposed by Chung & Vafai,
2014 [30]) is the thickness of the intima layer; L”m (=0.24×10-3 m) is
the average thickness of the media layer. Solving the above system of
) by setting
linear equations with three unknowns ( p end , J vend , Lend
p
end
L”m = 0.12 mm, the Jv is 1.5×10-7 m/s whereas by setting L”m = 0.39
mm, the Jvend is 5.0×10-8. For simplicity, we assume an average value
L”m =0.24 mm. Then, Jvend is 8.0×10-8 m/s, p end =16.17 mmHg and
-11
Lend
p =3.712 ×10

m2 .s
Kg

.

Intima-media (internal elastic layer coupling)
Similarly, the interfacial coupling between intima and media
layer (IEL) is achieved,

J viel  Lielp  p iel   diel  iel 

(24)

iel
J siel  D ',effiel  C iel   J viel 1   iel
f C

(25)

J vIel

(=7.8×10-8 m/s) is the volume flux across IEL;

J end
 vend
Lp

(23)

Rtot (Kg/m2s) is the total resistance of the arterial wall;
p(end  in iel m) (=pl -padv =70.0 mmHg) is the pressure drop
across the arterial wall; Rend , , Rin, , Riel , , Rm are the resistances of the
endothelium layer; intima layer; IEL and media layer, respectively;

across the IEL;

 dIel

the osmotic reflection coefficient; ΔπIel (N/m2)
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J sIel

the solute flux;

iel
Deff

(=1.066×10-8 mm2/s [9]) the effective diffusivity of internal elastic
, iel

layer, thus the IEL diffusive permeability D 'eff is equal to 0.533×10-8
m/s per unit length, close to the value 1.6×10-8 m/s used by Sun et al.
[15]; ΔCIel (gr/l) the LDL concentration difference across IEL and  iel
f
(=0.9827 [11]) the solvent reflection coefficient of the IEL.
Solving equation,

L 
iel
p

Figure 4: Blood velocity magnitude (m/s) contours at various LCA segment cross-sections.
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(mm2s/

gr) the IEL hydraulic conductivity; ΔpIel (N/m2) the pressure drop

the osmotic pressure difference across IEL;

 p  L "in 1  p  L "m
1

 iel 
(22)
Lend
K inp
Lp
K pm
p

LIel
p

K iel
p

 p L

'' in

(26)
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Figure 5: Contours over the LCA luminal surfaces.
A. AWSS (Pa); B. AWSS (Pa), enlarged view; C. Time-averaged LDL concentration
LDL concentration

Cl

end

/ Co

the hydraulic conductivity

LIel
p

is equal to 3.05×10-10

m2 .s
Kg

J vIel

is 7.8×10-8 m/s. Thereafter, solving Eq. 24 for IEL,

piel

Cl end

(gr/l), enlarged view; E. Time-averaged normalized

The blood density ρ is set to 1058.0 kg/m3 and the dynamic
viscosity μp is 0.72×10-3 Pa s [11,16,19,30].
The Darcy permeability
media layer;
-19

K
2

in
p
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K pm

is 2.0x10-18 m2 [11,16,19,30] for the

is 2.0x10-16 m2 [10] for the intima layer;

4.392x10 m [10] for IEL.

=1.918 mmHg.
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Lumen and arterial wall physical parameters
. According

to Chung & Vafai; Ai & Vafai; Chung & Vafai [12,17,29] the filtration
velocity has been reported to be of the order ~ 10-8 m/s. The filtration
velocity is almost unchanged across the arterial wall. Thus, we assume
that

Cl end

K iel
p

is
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The solute lag coefficient K’lag is ( 1   mf  0.1164 ) for the media
layer and ( 1  

in
f

 0.1728 ) for the intima layer [11]; the porosity ε

0.258 [9,11,16,19] for the media layer and 0.983 [11] for the intima
layer.
The Dl is isotropic 2.867×10-11 m2/s [11,14]; the Din 5.4×10-12 m2/s
[10,16,19,29] and the Dm 5×10-14 m2/s [10,16, 19,29].
The L”end 2.0×10-6 m [30]; the L”iel 2.0×10-6 m [30] and the constant
consumption rate inside the media layer is rw=-3.197x10-4 1/s and
zero in other layers [11,12].

RESULTS
WSS and LDL transport in lumen
The AWSS and LDL transport in the lumen of LCA arterial
wall was computationally analyzed under 70.0 mmHg transmural
pressure. Figure 4 shows the blood velocity magnitude (m/s) at
various arterial cross-sections. Velocity magnitudes of ~ 1.0 m/s are
reached in the region within shape “S” formation. The flow pattern,
which is affected from geometry abnormality, plays a significant role
in the LDL distribution at the luminal interface.
The AWSS N/m2 contours using non-Newtonian Power Law
model over the LCA endothelial surfaces are shown in figure 5A
and figure 5B (enlarged view). Concave parts exhibit primarily low

AWSS. However, some convex parts may exhibit low AWSS as well.
The time-averaged luminal surface LDL concentration Cl

Cl end /Co concentration at the luminal side is shown in Figure 5E.
Values

Cl end /Co > 1.0 indicate concentration polarization. The peak

concentration of

Cl end =2.432 gr/l is 86.92 % higher than that at

entrance and it is noticeable at concave parts of the region (shape
“S”). Increased time-averaged luminal concentration values develop
mainly at the last three quarters of the segment. Figure 6Α shows that
high LDL is located mainly at regions where AWSS ranges between
0.20 N/m2 and 0.40 N/m2. However, high LDL covers larger areas
compared to the areas covered by low AWSS indicating that AWSS is
not the only physical parameter affecting LDL distribution.
LDL transport in the intima layer
Figure 6B focuses on the AWSS <1.0 Pa variation with Cw / Co.
in

Figure 7A illustrates the LDL concentration Cwin / Co at the
endothelium/intima interface. The Cwin / Co values are lower to the
corresponding ones at the lumen side (~ order of 10-2). High Cwin / Co
nearly coincides with high luminal surface concentration. Figure 7B
depicts an enlarged view of the region within shape “S” formation.
The peak concentration is 0.0213, which is higher than LDL occuring

in
B. Cw / Co versus AWSS (Pa) from 0.0 to 1.0 Pa range at the endothelium-intima interface
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(gr/l) is

shown in Figure 5C and Figure 5D (enlarged view). The normalized

Figure 6: A. Cl end (gr/l) versus AWSS (Pa) from 0.0 to 1.5 Pa range over the LCA luminal endothelium surface
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LDL transport along arterial wall cross-section

at the endothelium/intima interface.
Figure 7C shows the C / Co variation with radial distance r at
an arbitrary LCA cross-section. The concentration drop between
endothelium and IEL along the distance r is negligible.
in
w

LDL transport in the media layer
Contours of normalized concentration Cmed
/ Co within the
w
arterial wall (media layer) at region adjacent to IEL are shown in figure
8A. Values of Cmed
/ Co vary in the range of 0.00095 and 0.00168. The
w
IEL prohibits mass transfer across it. Thus, the LDL concentration
at the IEL/media interface is substantially reduced in comparison to
intima layer.
Contours of Cmed
/ Co concentration at 4 arbitrary chosen LCA
w
arterial cross-sections are shown in figure 8B. An enlarged view of
a specific cross-section is also shown (Figure 8C). The intima layer
covers small rig area and is shown with yellow colour. The media layer
is shown with green and blue colour zones. In this analysis, the very
end of the media layer coincides with the very end of the adventitia
layer where appropriate boundary conditions are specified.
/ Co across the media
Figure 8D shows the concentration Cmed
w
layer as a function of radial distance r at an arbitrary line (Figure 8C).
The LDL concentration is nearly 0.001 at the IEL/media interface. The
concentration reduces to 0.0 at a point located at the very end of the
media layer (adventitia).

B.

Cw / Co , enlarged view and C) normalized Cw

in

section of the multi-layer arterial wall. Increased concentration, as
high as 0.0124, occurs in the intima layer. The IEL drastically reduces
the concentration as it acts as a “buffering region”. LDL concentration
values in the media layer are at least one order of magnitude smaller
to those occurring at the endothelium-intima interface.

DISCUSSION
Atherosclerosis is relevant to distribution of LDL associated
with the local intravascular rheological conditions. Furthermore,
the patient-specific vascular geometries are associated with the LDL
transport at the vascular wall layers.
The main objective of this study was to simulate the LDL
transport and its distribution within the patient-specific arterial
wall under unsteady flow conditions assuming the arterial wall to
be composed of non-homogeneous porous media. The model was
simulated assuming the blood being of non-Newtonian fluid with
constant diffusivity. The specific difference between Newtonian and
Non-Newtonian blood flow with constant diffusivity is the WSS
magnitude [31]. They reported that, using Newtonian model, the
maximum WSS values are ~100.0% higher to those using the nonNewtonian power model. On the contrary, they also reported that the
spatial and temporal distribution WSS patterns are barely affected.
The primary sources of parameters for the current analysis came

Cwin / Co over intima at region adjacent to endothelium
/ Co concentration variation along intima radial distance r at an arbitrary LCA cross-section.

Figure 7: A. Time-averaged normalized concentration
in

Figure 9 shows the LDL distribution Cw / Co across a typical cross-
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Figure 8: A. Contours of normalized

Cwmed / Co

concentration within the arterial wall (media layer) at region adjacent to IEL

Cwmed / Co concentration at 4 arbitrary chosen LCA arterial cross-sections within media layer
med
C. contours of normalized Cw / Co concentration within an arbitrary chosen cross-section, enlarged view
med
D. normalized Cw / Co concentration across the media layer as a function of radial distance r at an arbitrary line
B. contours of normalized
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Figure 9: Normalized Cw / Co concentration along a typical cross-section of the multi-layer arterial wall.

mainly from Wang & Vafai [11], Kenjeres et de Loor [19], Chung &
Vafai [30]. The computational approach is similar to that proposed by
Sun et al. [14] and Sun et al. [15].
A crucial assumption was made about the WSS. This states that the
WSS does not simultaneously and directly affect the endothelial cells.
This implies that the characteristic time of endothelial cell response to
shear stress is much longer than that of WSS oscillation [7,32]. Thus,
the WSS values were averaged over the entire pulse period for each
computational grid node adjacent to the endothelium. Moreover,
considering that the LDL effects upon endothelial permeability take
place with time delay, we assume that the time-dependent LDL must
be averaged over the entire pulse period. Otherwise, substantial error
could be introduced in spotting the prone to atherosclerosis arterial
wall regions.
Current results indicate that the LDL concentration at the
lumen-endothelium interface ranges from 1.3 gr/l to 2.43 gr/l. This
implies that the peak concentration is 86.92 % higher than that at
the entrance. Moreover, the lumen-side LDL concentration occurs
preferably at the concave geometry parts denoting concentration
polarization. The AWSS distribution has an inverse relation to the
luminal surface LDL concentration. However, some convex parts may
exhibit low AWSS and some concave parts may exhibit high AWSS.
Geometry abnormalities, within shape “S” formation, affect the flow
pattern, changing it from stable to unstable due to the development of
complex secondary and recirculation flows. This fact plays significant
role in the LDL distribution at the luminal side as well as within
the arterial wall. Therefore, within this formation, not only concave
parts are associated with very low AWSS coinciding with high LDL
concentration, but some nearby curved parts coincide with high LDL
levels although the AWSS is relatively elevated. This state is coherent
with the results of Olgac et al. [7]. Consequently, WSS is not the only
factor that determines the LDL distribution [6]. It is also remarkable
that the increased time-averaged luminal concentration develops
mainly in the proximal rather than to distal direction. This result is in
good agreement with Olgac et al. [33] and it may be attributed to the
flow momentum loss from proximal to distal segment regions.
On the other hand, high LDL concentration at the endothelium/
intima interface nearly coincides with high luminal surface
concentration and low AWSS. The LDL accumulation in the
arterial intima is a critical step in the initiation and progression of
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atheromatous lesions. Specifically, the intimal hyperplasia which
is the “migration” result of Smooth Muscle Cells (SMCs) from
media to intima, (the hypertension gives a further boost to that
process [26]) incorporates LDL transportation and accumulation.
In recent computational studies, the process of plaque formation
is modeled assuming LDL oxidation modeling and intima-media
thickness analysis [34]. Current results indicate that the LDL at the
endothelium/intima interface is substantially lower, almost 90 times,
than its value at lumen/endothelium interface. In comparison to our
previous study [6], the LDL at the endothelium/media interface was
lower 20 times than the corresponding luminal (endothelium side)
concentration for the tested patient-specific thoracic arterial wall.
This fact may be attributed to the differential volume flux calculation
formula incorporating the local wall thickness. This, also, means that
the local geometric characteristics, such as the thickness of the arterial
wall and the total resistance of the artery, determine the volume flux
value affecting the LDL accumulation within the arterial wall. Thus,
the simplification of simulating an idealize artery with constant
thickness can lead to underestimation of the wall thickness influence
to the volume flux. However, our results are in general agreement
with relevant studies [10-13,15,17].
Our results indicate that the LDL concentration drop across the
intima layer is negligible due to the extremely low thickness of the
porous media which is coherent with the results in general literature
[10,11,17,35]. The LDL concentration reduction across the IEL is
remarkable. As it was mentioned above, the IEL acts as a “buffering
region”. Therefore, LDL concentration values at the IEL/media
interface are one order of magnitude smaller to ones occurring at
the intima layer. Within the media layer, the LDL concentration is
further reduced towards media-adventitia arterial wall forming a
curved line due to the constant consumption rate. At the very end of
the media layer (adventitia), the LDL reduces to zero because of the
applied boundary condition.
In future research work, the arterial wall could be treated as flexible
while the permeability of endothelium could be WSS dependent.
Additional effort is needed to simulate the accurate thickness of the
intima porous layer. This factor could provide more specific results.

CONCLUSION
A relationship between AWSS, LDL concentration at the luminal
side and its concentration within the multi-layer arterial wall was
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examined under pulsatile flow for a patient-specific LCA. This model
takes into account the instantaneous LDL for the calculation of the
average LDL concentration. Results showed that LDL across the
arterial wall varies within layers and high LDL occurs, almost, in
regions of high luminal side (endothelium) LDL concentration. The
endothelium layer and the IEL prohibit substantial LDL transport to
the intima and media respectively. The transportation of LDL through
the multilayer arterial wall is affected by the flow pattern itself and the
thickness of the arterial wall.
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